
Please read the manual carefully before installing and using the machine 

Please keep it for future use.

SERIAL NO:

MAF DATE:

HDA180 Air Cushion Machine



What our machine can do? 
Our machine can produce below different films:

Safety Caution 

In order to ensure correct and safe use of this machine, please read the user manual carefully before 

using it. It may lead to machine failure or safety accidents if the contents of this manual are violated. 

Notice: please take care your user manual in order to solve problem at any time. 

        If the wrong way is used, it may lead to death or serious injury as the following warning item. 

WARNING: 

        Warn: Improper grounding may cause electric shock. 

        Warn: Do not open the belt cover. belt cover disassemble should done by authorized technicians 

and technician trained maintenance personnel.

!

         Warn: Be careful of rolled into the machine! when machine start to work like pull the film,inflate the film or 

sealing, please keep finger, hair, jewelry, and clothes away from the sealing roller. 

         Warn: Be careful of scalded, pay attention to the surface of the sealing roller, high temperature sealing line 

may cause scalded!

Prohibitions 

1.Please do not use non-original power cable when using machine. 

2.Please do not unplug the power cable when machine is running. 

3.Please do not use machine and blowing film in the environment of combustible, inflammable and explosive gas. 

4.Please do not touch the power cable when you hands are wet. 

5. Please do not disassemble, repair or refit the machine outside the user manual. 

Necessary 

1.Be sure to disconnect the power cable before overhauling the machine. 

2.In case of abnormal heat, abnormal sound or burning smell, please stop using the machine immediately. 

3.Please keep away from children when using the machine.

         If the wrong way is used, it may lead to minor injury or loss of property as the following warning item. 

Prohibitions 

1. Please place the machine in a smooth place when it running, otherwise it will cause blown film failure. 

2. Please use the machine in the interior space to avoid using in outdoor or especially damp environment. 

3. Please do not use hands or the other object to touch wheel during the operation of the machine, otherwise it will 

lead to injury and machine failure. 

Necessary 

1. Please disconnect the power cable if you do not use the machine for a long time.

!
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Product Introduction 

Hd180 is a simple operation and portable device for inflated air. A multi-purpose all-in-one on-demand machine 

with beautiful appearance that can be inflated for air pillow / air bubble / air column / air beehive / air wave / air 

bubble bag … Adopts upgraded motor and imported broadband power. The air materials will be more full, sealing 

more neat and dense, less noise, longer service life compared with other competitors. Simple interface, according to 

the different bag characteristics to adjust the temperature, air and speed. It is the best choice for small factories, 

warehouses and shops.

Technical Data

Specification of the film

Accessory
Following accessories are packed with the machine

Model NO   

Machine size   

Machine Package carton   

Net weight   

Gross weight   

Power supply   

Power 

Heat seal temperature    

Speed    

Air Volume    

Suitable film    

Suitable film type     

 Category of electric shock protection

HDA180 

L400*W310*H295mm 

L495*W430*H390mm 

11.6KG

14KG 

100-240V 50/60HZ 1 PH 

  320W 

90-150℃(Adjustable) 

0-18 M/MIN(Adjustable) 

0-300 L/MIN (Adjustable) 

HDPE Film,PA(Nylon)Film 

    I Class

Air Pillow / Air Bubble / Air Waves/ 
20 Air Chamber / 4 Row Air Column /
Air Beehive /Air Bubble Bag

Name Thickness Width Length

 Air pillow 20-40micron  400MM(MAX) 600M(MAX) 

Air bubble 20-40micron 450MM(MAX) 450M(MAX)

Parts Name 

Blade 

 Material holder 

 Power Wire

User Manual 

Inner Hexagon 

Material pole 

Quantity 

3 PCS

1 PCS

 1 SET 

1 SET 

3 PCS 

3 PCS

 Others:Certificate,manual etc

Handle

Emergency buttonFeeding head

Material pole 1

Material pole 2

Material holder

Supporting foot

Screen

Operation panel

Machine case

Upper belt cover

Bottom belt cover

Motor cover

Machine part
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Emergency button

IEC Plug

Plastic insertion type pipe joint

Power switch

Power socket

Programmatic interface

Three hole socket

Plus

STOP SETTING STEP FEEDING START

Minus

Note:There is no aviation socket three-hole 
socket and plastic insertion type pipe joint 
for standard machine which need to be 
purchased.

Control panel introduction: 

PLUS: When setting the parameter press this button to increase the parameter.

MINUS: When setting the parameter press this button to reduce the parameter. 

STOP: Press STOP button machine will stop working. 

SET: Press SET button then you can set the machine parameter--temperature,air volume, speed, feeding length, 

Language etc.

SET FEEDING: Hold on this button when load the film and machine will feed the film to the air blow pipe. Release then 

feeding will stop. 

START: Press START and machine will work after pre-heat finish. Pre-heat time is about 3-5 seconds. 

Installation & Operation Method 

1.Install material holder, the material pole 1 and the material pole 2 at the positions shown in Photo 1(auxiliary tool: inner 

hexagon).

2.Connect the power cord to turn on the power supply, install the film on the material holder, pull the film through the 

feeding head and into the middle of the belt, press the button of IN- Material (Green button), wait for the film to be 

pulled out of the machine and press the START button to start inflating the film. 

Note: If the power switch light is on and the LCD screen is not on, please check whether the emergency stop switch is on. 

Maintenance&repair 

Fault code diagnosis and processing

ERR 01: Temperature sensor abnormal. 

Solution: 

1.Cold start in the low-temperature state there is a probability of false alarm, press the pause button to exit and then start. 
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2.If this alarm occurs frequently during operation or when the ambient temperature is relatively high, it indicates that the 

temperature sensor has failed. So please kindly replace it. 

ERR 02: Heating wire is over-current.

Solution:

1.Check the feeding belt, teflon tape on the surface of the heater assembly is damaged or not, If damaged, please replace 

them, if they are OK, please replace the heater.

ERR 03: The heater is disconnected. 

Solution: 

1. Check the top and bottom heater whether they were broken or not. If they are broken, please replace them. 

2. If they are not broken after checking, then check the heating wire whether it is broken or not. If they are normal, Then 

maybe the control panel needs to be replaced.

ERR 04: Motor over-current. 

Solution:

1.This code indicates that the motor has been overloaded or the transmission part is stuck, if all the above are normal, the 

motor should be replaced. 

ERR 05: No material for continuing.

Solution: Please kindly check the material whether they have finished. If they have finished, pls kindly reload the new 

material. 

ERR 06: Blower over-current, blower Failure 

Solution: Check the blower whether it is broken, if broken, please kindly replace

Attention 

1.Do not use the machine in humid environment.

2.Make sure the following conditions are met before operation: 

• Electric shock may be caused if the system is not properly grounded. 

• Do not open the protective or overhaul cover. Only authorized manufacturer or distributor maintenance personnel can 

open it.

• Avoid finger, clothing and jewelry contact with the roller during operation or loading, and tighten the hair bun. 

3.Inflatable bags are used only as packaging materials. It can not be used as a floating device, pillow or toy for children. 

4.The loading material of this air cushion machine should not exceed 5KG. Heavy pressure and support are prohibited 

when loading material. 

5.When the material is driven by the machine, it will generate static electricity. The material itself also has static electricity. 

Operators can not wear slippers or no shoes. Otherwise, the human body will become a conductor of static electricity 

discharge, and there will be the feeling of electric shock. 

6.When using the machine for a long time, if the film can not run smoothly or is stuck, please replace the blade in time. 

7.In the process of long-term use of the machine, if the sealing edge is not firm and the seal is damaged, please check 

whether the temperature is correct and the high temperature belt is damaged or not. If they are damage, please replace it 

in time. 

8.The speed and air volume of air cushion machine need to be adjusted. The parameter value of different films are 

different. There is no fixed standard value, so it is necessary to adjust the records by yourself. 

Prohibition: Equipment is forbidden to run without material!!! 

Preventive maintenance

Note:Before maintain or repair the machine,please make sure the power is turned off. 

Maintenance cycle Detail Description 

weekly check&clean 
open the belt cover of machine, blow off the dust; check if any

abnormal abrasion machine component.
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Blade replacement 

1. Loosen the screws and take the cover down(Refer to Picture1)

2. Take the blow pipe out(Refer to Picture2) 

3. Loosen the screw and take the blade down(Refer to Picture3) 

4. Get the new blade and replace, then lock the screw.(Refer to Picture3) 

5. Install the blow pipe back to the machine.

Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3

Feeding belt replacement 

1. Loosen the screws and take the cover down(Refer to Picture 4) 

2. Release the top&bottom cam handle(Refer to Picture 5) 

3. Push the heater assembly like the arrow direction to release the feeding belt and replace the new belt then release the 

heater assembly(Refer to Picture 5) 

4. Lock the top&bottom cam handle and install the cover back.

Picture 5Picture 4
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Picture 6 Picture7 Picture 8

Teflon tape replacement 

1.Loosen the screws and take the cover down(Refer to Picture 6) 

2.Take the heater assembly and the press block down, Please be careful of the MINI springs when take the press block 

down, Do not missing the MINI springs(Refer to Picture 7)

3.Tear the old tape by section, Can not tear the whole tape one time and stick the new tape until finish the replacement. 

When replace the opposite tape should turn over the heater(refer to Picture 8) 

4.Install the heater assembly, press block(MINI Springs),cover back and lock the screws.

ＨＯＤＥ

HDA-180Machine
installation&maintenance manual
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HDA-180 Specification

Power:320W

N.W:11.6KG

Machine Dimension:
400MM*170MM*290MM

Speed:0-18M/MIN 
(Adjustable) 

Power supply:110-220V 50/60HZ 1 PH

 Air volume:0-300L/MIN
(Adjustable)

Model NO.:HDA-180

Sealing temperature:
90-150℃(Adjustable)

G.W:14KG

Machine Package size:
490MM*390MM*430MM

Contents

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

Open the box&check

Installation

Attentions

Maintenance

Operation

Control panel introduction

Function introduction

Error code description
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1、Open the box & check

15 16

3 Machine and parts
B Pass the socket through the hole 

of the carrier roller A Take out the roller carrier and socket 

Machine1

Teflon tape2

Roller carrier3

Power cable4

Spare blade5

Sockets6

Feeding guide roll7

Teflon belt8

2、Installation

Roller carrier installation 2-1



17 18

D
Use the corresponding socket and pass 
throuth the hole of rollerC Hold on the socket and rotate the 

carrier clockwise to lock it

Roller carrier installation 2-1 Feeding guide roller installation 2-2

F
Hold on socket and rotate clockwise to lock 
the roller(Longger one)E

Hold on the socket and rotate clockwise to 
lock the roller(short one)

Feeding guide roller installation 2-2

2、Installation2、Installation



H
Turn on the power button and light 
lightingG Connected the power by the cable

Power connect 2-3 Turn on the power button 2-4

I Put the film roll on the film 
carrier

Loading the film 2-5

19 20

J
Cross the film between the
guide roller

K Entrance film aperture to 
the air nozzle

2、Installation2、Installation



3、Operation 4、Control panel introduction

Operation 2-6 Control panel 4-1

21 22

L
Press the feeding button 
and pull the film out from 
the air nozzle

M
Press the start button,
Machine will start to 
pre-heat for 3-5 seconds

N
Machine will start working 
automatically when the 
pre-heat finish

PLUS: When setting the parameter press 

this button to increase the parameter.

MINUS: When setting the parameter 

press  th is  button to reduce the 

parameter.

STOP: Press STOP button machine will 

stop working.

SET: Press SET button then you can 

s w i t c h  t h e  m a c h i n e  pa r a m e te r-

temperature, air volume, speed, feeding 

length, language etc.

STEP FEEDING: Hold on this button 

when load the film and machine will feed 

the film to the air blow pipe. Release then 

feeding will stop.

START: Press START and machine will 

work after pre-heat finish. Pre-heat time 

is about 3-5 seconds.

Plus Minus

STOP SETTING STEP FEEDING START



5、Function introduction 5、Function introduction

23 24

When the parameter page hidden, press the MINUS button for 10 seconds to go to function 

page. Press the SET button to switch the each function pages and press MINUS&PLUS to 

change the parameter, then press the start button to confirm the setting and go back to the 

home page.

Temperature(TEMP): Control the sealing temperature.

Motor: Control the feeding speed.

WIND: Control the air saturability

Length: Counter, display the feeding length

Work mode: Default

Heat power(Heatpwr)：Adjust the time that the heater preheat to the setting temperature

START mode: Default

Motor delay(MDELAY): Delay of the motor start

Wind delay(WDELAY)：Delay of the wind start

Motor speed(MSPEED)：Motor start speed, Adjust the motor soft start speed.

Wind speed(WSPEED)：Air blower start speed, Adjust the air blower soft speed.

LOGO Speed: Display the LOGO time when power on.

CountL: Counter turn on/off button

CountM: Countdown the rest of the feeding length, This is on/off button.

Language: Chinese&English exchange, Press the SET button to be this item and press MINUS, 

PLUS button to switch the language.

1 COUNTL&COUNTM: These two function are combined functions.

1.COUNTL off: Machine will not count the feeding length,no display the feeding length,no alarm 

for the lack of the film.

2.COUNTL on,COUNTM off: Machine will count the feeding length and display the feeding 

length,Will alarm when the film finish.

3.COUNTL on,COUNTM on: Machine will count the feeding length and display the feeding 

length,Will alarm when the film finish and if the feeding length up to the setting one then 

machine will stop working automatically.
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6、Error code description

25 26

ERR01：Temperature sensor abnormal alarm,Machine may alarm false when run the machine under the 

cryogenic environment，If this alarm occurs frequently during operation or when the ambient 

temperature is relatively high,it means the temperature sensor has failed.

ERR02：Heater overcurrent alarm,If this happen,pls kindly check the feeding belt and teflon tape 

whether they are damage or not,If yes,then pls kindly replace them.If they are OK,Then pls kindly replace 

the heater. 

ERR03：Heater broken alarm,If this happen,pls kindly check the heater whether it is broken,If it is 

broken,pls kindly replace it.If it is OK,then pls kindly check the heater wire whether they are broken or 

not,if they are broken,pls kindly replace them.But if not,then the control PCB have the problem.So should 

replace the control PCB. 

ERR04：Motor overcurrent alarm,If this happen means the motor has been overloaded or the drive parts 

stuck.If the machine has not been overloaded and the drive parts are OK.Then the motor may have 

broken.Should replace it. 

ERR05：Lack of film alarm,If this happen,means the machine did not detection the film.So you should 

check whether the film was finished or the film has not been loaded.

ERR06：Air blower overcurrent alarm.If this happen means the air blower has the problem.Then may 

replace the air blower.

Air pillowAir bubble

Four row air pillow

All in one machine



7、Attentions 7、Attentions

27 28

1 The speed and the air volume should be adjusted,Different film,the 

parameter different,There is no standard for them.Should adjust and 

test then make the record for them.

2
If the machine is used for long time and the film can not feed 

smoothly or stuck, pls kindly replace the blade.

3 If the machine is used for long time and the sealing is not good or 

broken, pls kindly check the temperature is correct and the feeding 

belt broken or not, If the feeding belt broken, then pls replace it.

Step 01

Step 02

Step 03

Step 04

A. Pls kindly make sure the 

S TA RT  b u t t o n  i s  n o t 

opened before turning the 

power on 

B. Check air charging part 

and make sure it is clean.

C.Should have someone 

to look after to the 

machine. The staff can 

leave for a while but can 

not leave for too long. 

D.Mchine can not run 

without materials.

E.Pls kindly check the 

blade regularly, if the 

blade broken should be 

change immediately 

F.The feeding belt should 

be cleaned per week. The 

feeding belt and the 

teflon tape should be 

c h a n g e d  p e r  t h r e e 

months or using the film 

for 50000M.

G.Power should be 

turned off when get off 

work.



8、Maintenance 8、Maintenance

29 30

Blade replacement 8-1

B Loosen the screw and take the blade 
out

A Pull the blow pipe out like the picture
D

Aim the pipe slot, Push the pipe in gently 
make sure the pipe is installed back to 
the slot.

C
Get the new blade and innstall it back 
to the blow pipe.



8、Maintenance 8、Maintenance

31 32

Feeding belt replacement 8-2

F Find the top & bottom fixed part.E Loosen the four screws and take the
cover down.

H
Pull the top fixed part up and relaese the top 
feeding belt.G

Pull the bottom fxed part down and release
the botton feeding belt.



8、Maintenance 8、Maintenance

33 34

Feeding belt replacement 8-2

L
Put the top fixed part down after 
the belt finish replacement.I

Fixed the machine, Push the heater 
assembly like the arrow direction 
in picture until the feeding belt 
release then take the belt down.

J

Get the new belt and push the heater
 assembly like the arrow direction in 
the picture and install the belt back
 then release the heater assembly.

K
Push the bottom fixed part back 
after the belt finish replacement.

HODE Air cushion machine parameter setting

Machine model

HDA-160

HDA170

HDA-180

HDA-190

Film type

20Micron Air pillow film

20Micron Air bubble film

20Micron Four Row film

20Micron Air pillow film

20Micron Air bubble film

20Micron Four Row film

20Micron Air pillow film

20Micron Air bubble film

20Micron Four Row film

20Micron Air pillow film

20Micron Air bubble film

20Micron Four Row film

30Micron Air pillow film

30Micron Air bubble film

Air volume

15-20

200

137

15-20

200

137

15-20

100

75

10-20

100

75

10-20

100

Temperature

175

175-180

170

175

175-180

170

103

105

103

103

105

103

104

104

Speed

100

100

71

100

100

71

80

100

45

80

100

45

80
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